Let’s Be PERFECTLY CLEAR...

...Paint by any other name is still just paint.

Glass-Fused-to-Steel (Porcelain Enamel) is:
• A single, strong, integrated porcelain enamel and steel material fused together at over 1500° F
• An inert, inorganic coating that NEVER needs painting

Glass-Fused-to-Steel is not:
• A coating that needs periodic repainting to remain in operation
• An organic coating that begins to deteriorate starting day one after installation

Glass-fused-to-steel tanks have been proven in the field for over 60 years. The technology is so robust that a service expiration date is yet to be determined. Don’t be fooled by claims that paint and other paint-like coatings are better than glass.

IF it’s NOT fading,
IF it’s NOT chalking,
Then it’s not paint.....it’s Glass !!

Specify quality, experience and low maintenance. Specify Aquastore® glass-fused-to-steel tanks. The choice is clear.

For more information, call 815-756-1551 or visit www.aquastore.com.